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Kanlux MAH PLUS are perfect as lighting of tunnels, industrial
halls, garages, workshops, storage sheds or storehouses. Owing
to the high class of tightness (IP65), the luminaires can be
mounted in places directly exposed to weather conditions.

GENERAL  DATA:

Colour: grey
Place of assembly: ceiling mounted
Place of application: Indoors and outdoors
Minimum distance from the illuminated object: 0,5m
Possibility of fixture-loop-through connection: yes
Compatible with a dimmer: no
Stabiliser/lamp start: cold
Replaceable light source: yes
Light source included: no
Length [mm]: 1265
Width [mm]: 125
Height [mm]: 92
Number of chokes: 1
Number of clasps: 8

TECHNICAL  DATA:

Rated voltage [V]: 220-240 AC
Rated frequency [Hz]: 50/60
Maximum power [W]: 2 x 36
Class of protection against electric shock: I
Lampshade material: PC
Light source: T8
Cap: G13
Ambient temperature range to which the product can be
exposed: 5÷25
The fixture is adapted to the light sources of the
following energy classes: A++,A+,A,B
Enclosure material: plastic
Handle material: Metal
Clasp material: plastic
Connection type: Bolt terminal block
Range of sections of wires used [mm²]: 1÷2,5
Stabiliser type: EVG
Stabiliser energy class: A2
IP class: 65

LOGISTIC  DATA:

Unit of measurement: unit
Packaging method: 6
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Number of units in the secondary packaging: 1
Number of units in the packaging: 6
Net unit weight [g]: 1880
Grammage [g]: 2266.67
Length of a unit pack [cm]: 128
Width of a unit pack [cm]: 13.5
Height of a unit pack [cm]: 6.5
Weight of a cardboard box [kg]: 13.60002
Width of a cardboard box [cm]: 28
Height of a cardboard box [cm]: 21.5
Length of a cardboard box [cm] : 129
Volume of a cardboard box [m³]: 0.077658

ADDITIONAL  INFORMATION:

easy installation of the light fixture using the supplied snap-
on mounting brackets
suspended mounting plate for easier connection and
maintenance of the light fixture
barrier gland for inserting a power cable
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ACCESSORIES:

18589 GL-MAH-136 PLUS-PC Fitting shade MAH, GL-MAH-136
PLUS-PC, (18589)

18596 GL-MAH-158 PLUS-PC Fitting shade MAH, GL-MAH-158
PLUS-PC, (18596)

18595 GL-MAH-158 PLUS-PS Fitting shade MAH, GL-MAH-158
PLUS-PS, (18595)
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18587 GL-MAH-218 PLUS-PC Fitting shade MAH, GL-MAH-218
PLUS-PC, (18587)

18586 GL-MAH-218 PLUS-PS Fitting shade MAH, GL-MAH-218
PLUS-PS, (18586)

18593 CL-MAH PLUS Fitting clip MAH, CL-MAH PLUS,
(18593)

18594 CL-MAH PLUS-INOX Fitting clip MAH, CL-MAH PLUS-
INOX, (18594)

07870 ROPE-NT 150 ROPE-NT 150 steel rope (double)
for suspending fittings, 2 pcs. in
a set

07871 ROPE-NT 150 SINGLE ROPE-NT 150 SINGLE steel rope
(single) for suspending fittings, 2
pcs. in a set


